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Abstract

Transparent flexible supercapacitors are crucial for the progress of high-tech modern transparent 

wearable electronic gadgets. Thus, fabricating high opto-electrochemical performance electrodes 

is crucial for the development of high energy density transparent flexible supercapacitors. Herein, 

direct growth of battery-type ternary nickel-cobalt sulfide (NiCoS) nanosheets on Cu@Ni NFs 

network transparent electrode forming a seamless Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs core-shell electrode 

structured is reported to boost the energy density of transparent supercapacitors. The core Cu@Ni 

nanofibers network electrode exhibited both excellent electro-optical performance (sheet 

resistance~12.19 /sq at ~89 % transmittance) and high mechanical flexibility. NiCoS thin 
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nanosheets shell offer high porosity, abundant active sites, and large electrode-electrolyte contact 

area, thus facilitating the fast diffusion of electrolytes into active materials. The Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs core-shell electrode demonstrated remarkable high opto-electrochemical performance 

(transparency of ~76.83%, an areal capacity of 6.94 A h/cm2, and high rate capability) and 

excellent mechanical properties. Finally, a transparent flexible symmetric supercapacitor device 

(SSC device) assembled by employing Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs as both electrodes demonstrates an 

outstanding energy density of 0.48 W h/cm2 at a power density of 11.15 W/cm2 with device 

transparency of ~65 %. 

Keywords: Core-shell, Energy density, Flexible, Nanofibers, Transparent, Supercapacitor 

1. Introduction

Currently, with the fast-growing progress of wearable and transparent electronic gadgets, 

developing of high energy density transparent and flexible energy storage devices is urgently 

needed [1–4]. Among reported transparent energy storage devices, transparent and flexible 

supercapacitors are of great interest owing to their high transparency, flexibility, excellent areal 

capacitance, long-term GCD (Galvanostatic charge-discharge) stability, high power density, and 

low cost [5–7]. However, to develop a high energy density transparent flexible supercapacitor, the 

electrode materials should not only possess high electro-optical performance but should also have 

plenteous redox-active sites i.e. high electrochemical performance [6,8–11]. The high electro-

optical electrode material guarantees fast electron transport capability of the electrode at high 

transparency while having plenteous redox-active sites will enhance the electrochemical 

performance i.e. achieving a high energy density of the device. But most of the high energy density 

electrode materials are generally opaque and hence, it is still a great challenge to obtain a high 



energy density transparent flexible supercapacitor device [12]. To date, several flexible transparent 

supercapacitor devices have been demonstrated using carbon-based active electrode materials 

(such as grapheme [13,14] and carbon nanotubes [15–17]), conducting polymer films [18–22] and 

metal network-based electrodes [23–33].Compared to carbon-based and conducting polymer 

electrode materials where the electrochemical performance is mainly defined by the electric 

double-layer capacitance (EDLC), metal network electrodes-based supercapacitor electrodes have 

gained intense attention owing to their ability to deposit diversified active materials, both EDLC 

and pseudo-capacitive materials, demonstrating high areal capacitance at high transparency 

[6,7,12,30-33]. Additionally, the growth of abundant redox-active site materials on the metal 

network can lead to more attractive structure-related features towards the fabrication of high 

energy density transparent flexible supercapacitors [6,7,32,33]. For example, MnO2@Au 

nanofiber network, AgNWs@NiCo/NiCo(OH)2 core-shell nanostructures, Co(OH)2@AgNws 

network electrodes demonstrated excellent electrochemical performances at high transparency 

[7,32,33]. Among them, the MnO2@Au nanofiber network electrode showed promising optical 

and electrochemical results (areal capacitance ~8.26 mF/cm2 at ~86% transmittance) [7]. Thus, 

with proper selection of diversified active materials in cooperation with a high-performance 

electro-optical metal network electrode, one can achieve greater electrochemical performance at 

high transparency. Among the reported various high pseudo-capacitive materials, ternary 

transition metal sulfides have been extensively studied and display outstanding electrochemical 

performance owing to their higher conductivity, abundant redox-active metal species, and 

synergistic effects of each constituents elements [34–40]. For example, a recent study on a ternary 

metal sulfide material grown on a carbon cloth support has demonstrated a remarkable capacitance 

~1418 F/g at 5 A/g [41]. The fabricated asymmetric device also demonstrated a high energy density 



and power density of 60 Wh/kg and 1.8 kW/kg, respectively. However, the application of metal 

sulfides films for flexible transparent supercapacitor electrode is limited due to opaqueness (black 

in color). Moreover, there are no reports on the application of metal sulfides yet, especially Ni-Co-

S materials for transparent flexible supercapacitor to the best of our knowledge. Thus, nickel-

cobalt sulfides might be the best choice as active electrode materials for high performance 

transparent flexible supercapacitor fabrication because of their excellent electrochemical 

performance and ease of direct growth by a simple electrodeposition technique [41–45].

Currently, the most commonly reported metal network supercapacitor electrodes are produced 

with the gold metal network, [7,12,28,30] as gold is electrochemically very stable. However, gold 

is very expensive and thus limits the cost-effective production of flexible transparent 

supercapacitors. In addition, the reported electrode fabrication techniques are either complicated 

or harmful to the environment [12,23,27]. Hence, the development of a simple and low-cost high-

performance metal network-based electrode in replacement of expensive gold electrode is urgently 

needed. Recently, the copper network-basedtransparent electrode has drawn a lot of attraction 

owing to the low cost, high abundance, and silver-like electrical conductivity of the copper metal. 

For example, electrospun based copper nanofiber/nanotroughs network electrode has been 

reported to have the best electro-optical performance (~2 /sq at 90~ % T) [46]. However, they 

suffer from several drawbacks such as a high tendency to undergo surface oxidation even at room 

temperature when they are exposed to humid environments and poor chemical stability which 

makes them unsuitable for use as transparent current collectors in energy storage applications [47–

50]. As a result, there has been no report on the utilization of copper network electrode-based 

transparent flexible supercapacitors. Thus, searching for an effective facile method is still needed 



to develop highly conducting, oxidation resistant Cu based network electrode for transparent 

flexible energy storage applications. 

Herein, we reported the successful fabrication of a high performance flexible transparent 

battery-type supercapacitor electrode based on nickel encapsulated copper nanofibers (Cu@Ni 

NFs) network electrode and active Ni:Co sulfides with a unique core-shell nanofibers network 

electrode using scalable electrospinning, metal deposition, and electrodeposition techniques. The 

distinct Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode structure might offer several advantages. First, 

the deposition of the thin Ni layer over the Cu NFs will improve the electrochemical stability, 

oxidation resistance, high thermal stability and the greater pH endurance of the transparent 

electrode. Secondly, selective direct growth of high-performance ternary NiCoS nanosheets shell 

over Cu@Ni NFs network electrode by electrodeposition technique might not only improve the 

electron transport efficiency at the interfaces of the current collector and active NiCoS nanosheet 

but also maintain high transparency of the electrode. Thirdly, the porous structure of the ternary 

NiCoS nanosheets over Cu@Ni NFs network electrode might provide more active redox sites to 

enable the quick passage of electrolyte ions which in turn contribute high electrochemical 

performance. The hierarchically interconnected Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode displayed 

an exceptional high areal capacity of 6.94 A h/cm2 and ~76.83 % transmittance. The electrode 

also showed long term charge-discharge stability, high rate capability, and excellent mechanical 

flexibility. Lastly, a transparent flexible symmetric solid-state supercapacitor device (SSC device) 

was assembled using two similar Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes and the device 

demonstrated an exceptional electrochemical performance with a high energy density of 0.48 W 

h/cm2 at a power density of 10 W/cm2.



2. Experimental Section

2.1. Fabrication of Cu@Ni NFs network electrode 

Free-standing nickel encapsulated copper-coated PVA nanofibers (Cu@Ni NFs) network was 

fabricated using E-beam deposition and electrospinning techniques employed in our previous 

report [51]. The same conditions of the electrospinning process for the PVA nanofiber web used 

in our earlier reported work were used in the present study [51]. Here, a 70 nm thick copper (Cu) 

was initially deposited over the free-standing PVA nanofiber template followed by the deposition 

of another 30 nm thin Ni films using an electron-beam evaporation system (BSVAC E-Beam 

Evaporator) at a deposition rate of 0.3 Å/s and a base pressure of ~(1-2)x10-6 Torr, resulting in a 

Cu@Ni NFs network electrode. To compare oxidation resistance performance, a bare Cu NFs 

network electrode with a thickness of 100 nm was also fabricated using the same process as 

mentioned above. 

2.2. Fabrication of core-shell Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network electrode 

Core-shell Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network electrode was fabricated by direct growing of Ni:Co-

S nanosheets on Cu@Ni NFs network electrode using the potentiostatic deposition technique in a 

three-electrode electrochemical setup (CH660E electrochemical workstation) with Cu@Ni NFs 

network electrode (2 cm x 4 cm) as working electrode while Platinum (Pt) plate was used as the 

counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as the reference electrodes, respectively. The electrolyte solution 

was prepared by dissolving 0.75 M thiourea (CS(NH2)2) and 5 mM of  NiCl2.6H2O:CoCl2.H2O (in 

different ratios; 0:1, 0.1:0.9, 0.2:0.8, 0.5:0.5, 0.8:0.2, 0.9:0.1, and 1:0, respectively) in 50 ml of DI 

water under continuous magnetic stirring to obtain different compositions of Ni:Co-S. 

Electrodeposition was carried out in each electrolyte solution at an operating voltage of -0.9 V (vs. 



Ag/AgCl) for a fixed duration of 20 min. Hereafter, resulting samples are presented as CoS, NCS-1, 

NCS-2, NCS-3, NCS-4, NCS-5, and NiS, respectively. With DI water and ethanol, the 

electrodeposited samples were washed thoroughly several times to remove any residual electrolyte 

and dried at 60oC in a vacuum oven for 12 hr. After that, the best composition of Ni:Co-S was 

further studied with different electrodeposition time to optimize it for high opto-electrochemical 

performance. 

2.3. Fabrication of Transparent flexible Symmetric Solid-State Supercapacitor (SSC) Device

Transparent flexible symmetric solid-state supercapacitor (SSC) device was fabricated using two 

similar Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode as electrodes and PVA-KOH gel as an electrolyte. 

To prepare PVA-KOH gel electrolyte, 2.0 g of PVA was initially dissolved in 10 ml of DI water 

by heating for 2 h at the temperature of 85oCfollowed by a dropwise addition of 10 ml of 1.7 M 

KOH aqueous solution. The PVA-KOH solution mixture was further maintained at 85°C under 

continuous stirring for another 3 h to obtain a transparent solution. Two identical Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network electrodes were then dipped into the PVA-KOH gel electrolyte for 30 min and dried 

in free air for 15 min (area of the coated gel-electrolyte = 2x1 cm2). These dried samples were 

again dipped into the gel electrolyte and then gently assembled by pressing together to the finally 

obtained transparent flexible SSC device. The device was then kept at room temperature for 24 hr 

before performing electrochemical tests.

2.4. Characterization 

Surface morphologies of the electrode samples were studied using FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss, SUPRA 

40 VP, Germany, at the Centre for University-wide Research Facilities (CURF), Jeonbuk National 



University, Korea. The internal structure, elemental composition, and spatial distribution of 

constituent elements were investigated using a high-resolution transmission electron microscope 

(HRTEM), a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) (JEM-2200 FS; JEOL Ltd., 

Japan, 200 kV), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The crystallinity and phase of 

the samples were identified using X-ray diffraction (Rigaku Corporation, Japan, CuK radiation, 

wavelength =0.154 nm in the 2 range of 10-70at the slow scan rate of 2/min.The chemical 

compositions and elemental states of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode were studied using 

an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Theta Probe AR-XPS System, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, UK) at the KBSI Centre, JBNU campus. Transparencies of electrode samples and 

devices were analyzed using Jasco-ARSN-733 UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. Using a four-point-

probe surface resistivity meter (MSTEC) coupled with a Keithley-2182A nano voltmeter having a 

Keithley-6221 DC/AC current source the sheet resistance of the electrode samples were measured. 

Mechanical flexible properties were tested with a Radius Bending Tester-JIRBT-610 coupled with 

a Keithley-6221 DC/AC current source.A CH660E electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments, 

Inc., USA) was used to characterize the electrochemical performance of the single electrode 

(Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs) and the fabricated SSC device in the mode of three and two-electrode 

configurations, respectively.

3. Results and discussions

The fabrication process of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network transparent flexible supercapacitor 

electrode and the SSC device is shown in the schematic diagram, Fig. 1. First, by using an 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for the fabrication of intertwined Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

transparent flexible supercapacitor electrodes and transparent flexible SSC device.

electrospinning process, a free-standing PVA nanofiber network was collected on a metallic frame 

followed by thermal deposition of copper on both sides of the nanofiber to obtain a free-standing 

Cu NFs network similar to our previously reported work [51]. Second, the Cu NFs network was 

encapsulated by coating a thin layer of Ni film to obtain an oxidation-resistant Cu@Ni NFs 

network electrode. The Cu@Ni NFs network was subsequently transferred on a polyethylene 

naphthalate (PEN) substrate similar to our previous work [51]. Thirdly, interconnected NiCoS 

nanosheet was then directly grown over the Cu@Ni NFs network electrode using the 



electrodeposition process, yielding to a unique Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs core-shell flexible NFs 

network electrode structure.

As mentioned above, the replacement of expensive gold metal with other inexpensive metal 

with high chemical stability is of urgent need. So, we fabricated nickel encapsulated copper 

nanofiber (Cu@Ni NFs) network electrode as a replacement of gold metal, using the same 

fabrication technique as reported in our previous work [51]. Here, we are using nickel as a 

protective layer of Cu NFs, as nickel is chemically very stable compare to silver or copper, less 

expensive compared to gold and also shows almost similar conductivity. It is very important to 

acknowledge that for the application of supercapacitor, the chemical stability of the transparent 

current collector (transparent electrode) against a strong acidic and basic environment is of great 

concern. In specific, the corrosion of a transparent supercapacitor electrode by harsh chemical 

medium can damage the interface, thus reducing the performance of the supercapacitor electrode. 

This phenomenon is associated with Cu NFs as compared to Au NFs because of the stronger 

chemical activity of Cu film. To understand the corrosion resistance/chemical stability, we studied 

the chemical/thermal stability of the Cu@Ni NFs network in comparison with the bare Cu NFs 

network. In acidic medium, the Cu@Ni NFs exhibited significant resistance against corrosion 

while the bare Cu NFs showed poor corrosion resistance (Fig. S1a). To confirm any surface 

degradation of the pure Cu NFs and Cu@Ni NFs network during the acid test, we characterized 

surface morphologies of these electrodes by FE-SEM (Fig. S1b,c) after the acid test. It was 

observed that the surface of the bare Cu NFs degraded after 1 min, indicating weak chemical 

stability toward an acid medium (Fig. S1b). However, no such surface degradation was observed 

in Cu@Ni NFs network (Fig. S1c), suggests its strong chemical stability in an acid medium. 

Effects of humidity (60 ± 10%) and temperature (80oC) on sheet resistance of the bare Cu NFs and 



Cu@Ni NFs network electrodes with respect to time were also investigated. The results are shown 

in (Fig. S1 d-f). The detailed study is highlighted in the Supplementary Information.From the 

above experimental results, it is confirmed that Cu@Ni NFs network electrode demonstrated a 

significant improvement in both chemical stability and oxidation resistance under a high humid 

environment compared to bare Cu NFs network electrode which showed an extremely high 

oxidation rate. Hence, Cu@Ni NFs network electrode might be the best candidate as a replacement 

of gold metal for the fabrication of high-performance flexible transparent energy storage devices. 

The electro-optical properties of the Cu@Ni NFs network electrode will be discussed in the later 

section.

Using Cu@Ni NFs network as a transparent flexible current collector various compositions 

of ternary nickel-cobalt sulfide (Ni:Co-S) nanosheets were then electrodeposited over the Cu@Ni 

NFs network electrode to study the synergistic effects of Ni and Co in the ternary Ni:Co-S 

nanosheet structure and to optimize the best Ni:Co composition. The preparation of the electrolyte 

solutions for Ni/Co ratio optimization is mentioned clearly in the Experimental section. Notably, 

the electrodeposition of ternary metal sulfides over the Cu@Ni NFs provides a simple method for 

large-scale fabrication of transparent flexible energy storage devices. Fig. S2shows FE-SEM 

photographs of NCS-1 to NCS-5 representing different compositions of electrodeposited 

Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network electrodes. As shown in Fig. S2,the morphology of deposited 

Ni:Co-S nanosheets structure changed from thinly growth large nanosheet with larger inter-sheet 

gaps (Fig. S2a,b) to the growth of interconnected uniform wrinkle nanosheet structures (Fig. S2e) 

with increasing concentration of Ni:Co ratios. Further increase in Ni concentration beyond Ni = 

0.8 led to a decrease in the size of the nanosheet structure with smaller inter-sheet gaps as shown 

in Fig. S2f,g. Similar variation in the surface morphology of Ni:Co-S nanosheets with different 



Ni:Co ratios have also been observed in previous reports[41–45]. Among all samples, NCS-4 with 

Ni:Co=0.8:0.2 showed the most uniform and striking features and it is expected to show better 

electrochemical performance. The successful growth of Ni:Co-S nanosheet over the Cu@Ni NFs 

can be confirmed from different surface morphologies of the bare Cu@Ni NFs and 

Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs (Fig. S3). Different compositions with different surface morphologies of 

the Ni:Co-S nanosheets compared to the Cu@Ni NFs network electrode are expected to lead 

todifferent electrochemical performances and will be discussed in the following section. 

Electrochemical performances of various compositions of Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network 

electrode (represented by CoS, NCS1 to NCS5 and NiS) were first studied to investigate the best 

composition of Ni/Co ratio in the ternary Ni:Co-S transparent supercapacitor electrode. Fig. S4a 

shows the comparative cyclic voltammograms (CV) curves of various compositions of 

Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network electrodes at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. Notably, it was observed that 

all electrodes showed a pair of redox peaks, indicating that the capacity of these ternary metal 

sulfide electrodes mainly arose from the Faradaic redox reaction caused by the reversible valence 

between Ni2+/Ni3+ and Co2+/Co3+[52,53]. With an increase of Ni concentration, anodic peaks of 

the samples were found to be shifted to a higher potential. This shift in higher potential might be 

due to the higher redox reaction potential of Ni species than its counterpart Co species, similar to 

previous reports[40,54,55]. In CV curves, NCS-4 (composition Ni:Co = 0.8:0.2) electrode 

demonstrated higher electrochemical performance, showing a superior redox peak with a large CV 

area as compared to other samples. Fig. S4b shows comparative Galvanostatic charge-discharge 

(GCD) characteristics of samples with different compositions at 0.066 mA/cm2 current density. 

All electrode samples showed symmetric GCD behaviors along with a negligible voltage drop, 

demonstrating high ionic conductivity and good electrical properties of ternary sulfides. 



Remarkably, the NCS-4 electrode exhibits the longest charging and discharging time compare to 

the other samples, suggesting best electrochemical performances which further confirm that the 

best Ni/Co ratio in ternary nickel-cobalt sulfide electrode is 0.8:0.2 i.e the Ni(0.8):Co(0.2). Also, 

from the FE-SEM photograph (Fig. S2) the composition Ni(0.8):Co(0.2) shows a better and 

uniform growth of large NiCoS nanosheets over the Cu@Ni NFs network electrode.Areal 

capacities (C/A) of ternary Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network electrodes with different compositions 

were calculated from both the CV curve and GCD curves using (Eq. S1). Fig. S4c, d show the 

calculated C/A of the ternary sulfide electrode as a function of Ni:Co ratio, determined from the 

CV curve. The areal capacities of the ternary Cu@Ni@Ni:Co-S NFs network electrode increased 

significantly with an increase in the Ni:Co ratio up to a maximum of 0.8:0.2, and then decreased 

with higher Ni concentration. The sample NCS-4exhibited a high areal capacity of 3.74 A h/cm2 

at the scan rate of 10 mV/s, much higher than that of 0.83 A h/cm2 for pure CoS, 1.12 A h/cm2 

for NCS-1, 1.29 A h/cm2 for NCS-2, 2.23 A h/cm2 for NCS-3, 2.22 A h/cm2 for NCS-5, or 

1.39 Ah/cm2 for pure NiS. Also, specific capacities of electrodes determined from GCD curves 

(Fig. S4d) showed similar trends with sample NCS-4 showedhigh specific capacity of 3.17 A 

h/cm2. The large variation in the electrochemical performance of these ternary sulfide materials 

might be associated with their different morphologies and compositions as highlighted in 

previously reported works[40,42,44]. From the above electrochemical performances result, it was 

found that the NCS-4 sample exhibited higher electrochemical performance than other electrodes 

and is considered as the best-optimized sample and will be termed as Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrode hereafter. 
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Fig. 2. Surface FE-SEM photographs. (a-c) Cu@Ni NFs network electrode at different 

magnifications, (d) Electrodeposited intertwined nanosheet Cu@Ni@NiCoSNFs network 

electrode at low magnification. (e, f) Magnified FE-SEM photograph of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs. (g) 

EDS mapping of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode showing a uniform growth of NiCoS 

over the Cu@Ni NFs network.

The surface morphologies of the Cu@Ni NFs and Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network on the PEN 

substrate were characterized using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and 

FE-SEM photographs are shown in Fig. 2. A uniform Cu@Ni nanofibers distribution having an 

average Cu@Ni NF diameter of ~300-400 nm along with a large open area network structure was 

observed, Fig. 2a. FE-SEM photographs also revealed that these Cu@Ni nanofibers network had 



high aspect ratios along with junction free network structure. Such network structures of the 

Cu@Ni NFs network are anticipated to enhance the electrical conductivity of the electrode at high 

transmittance [7]. Fig. 2b (magnified FE-SEM photograph of Fig. 2a) confirmed the formation of 

a fused junction. Fig. 2d shows a low magnification FE-SEM photograph of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network, where the highly conducting Cu@Ni NFs with large open areas acts as an excellent 

backbone for the homogeneous growth of these ternary metal sulfide nanosheets. High 

magnification FE-SEM (Fig. 2e) revealed the uniform deposition of NiCoS nanosheets over the 

Cu@Ni NFs network. Fig. 2f displayed the formation of a dense array of highly porous 

interconnected wrinkled nanosheets structures of NiCoS on Cu@Ni NFs network. This highly 

porous interconnected nanosheet morphology of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs is favorable for high energy 

density supercapacitors owing to the enhanced redox-active surface area (i.e., easy diffusion of 

electrolyte ions throughout electrode materials). Further, EDS (energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy) mapping was measured to investigate elemental distributions of constituent 

elements in the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode. The EDS mapping image of 

Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network demonstrated uniform elemental distributions of Ni, Co, and S over 

the Cu@Ni NFs (Fig. 2g). The EDS mapping of the bare Cu@Ni NFs network (Fig. S5) also 

displayed a uniform deposition of Ni over the Cu NFs network by an e-beam deposition process, 

confirming the formation of the encapsulated Cu@Ni NFs network.

We also studied the internal nanosheet structure of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode 

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Fig. 3 (a-c) shows TEM images of Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs at different magnifications, demonstrating the successful growth of ultrathin NiCoS nanosheet 

arrays over the Cu@Ni NFs core, forming the core-shell structure of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs. The 

HAAD-STEM image of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs (Fig. 3d) showed a high contrast 
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Fig. 3. (a-c) Typical TEM images of intertwined nanosheet Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs core-shell 

network electrode at different magnifications. (d) HAADF-STEM image showing a contrast 

difference between the Cu@Ni NF core and the NiCoS shell. (e) HAADF-STEM -EDX mapping 

of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NF, demonstrating the homogeneous distribution of Ni, Co, and S elements 

over the Cu@Ni NF. (f) EDX spectra of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NF. (g-i) High -resolution XPS spectra 

of Co 2p, Ni 2p, and S 2p, respectively.



difference between the core Cu@Ni NFs (bright) and the shell NiCoS nanosheet (dark), further 

signifying the formation of the core-shell network structure of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs, agreeing with 

FE-SEM photographs presented in Fig. 2e and 2f. In addition, we performed HAAD-STEM-EDX 

mapping to further analyze the uniform growth of NiCoS nanosheet and the elemental distribution 

of Ni, Co, and S over the core Cu@Ni NFs network (Fig. 3e). STEM-EDX mapping images of Ni, 

Co, and S correspond to K-edge signals and a homogeneous Ni, Co, and S elemental distribution 

were observed, suggesting uniform electrodeposition of the intertwined NiCoS nanosheet over the 

Cu@Ni NFs (Fig. S6). The selected area EDX spectra shown in Fig. 3f also indicated the presence 

of constituent elements. 

The valence state and chemical composition of the NiCoS nanosheet over the Cu@Ni NFs 

was further studied using XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy). (Fig. S7) illustrates the survey 

XPS spectrum of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode and confirmed the presence of Ni, Co, 

and Sas the constituent elements, in agreement with the elemental HAADF-STEM -EDX color 

mapping and EDX spectra (Fig.3e-f).With a Gaussian fitting method, high-resolution XPS spectra 

of Co 2p, Ni 2p, and S 2p core levels were obtained and are shown in Fig. 3g, 3h, and 3i, 

respectively. The fitted Co 2p spectrum (Fig. 3g) displayed two spin-orbit doublets centered at 

797.4 and 782.2 eV which corresponded to Co 2p1/2 and Co 2p3/2, respectively, and two satellite 

peaks at 787.7 and 803.4 eV, respectively [56]. The presence of two pairs of doublet peaks 

demonstrated the presence of two different cobalt oxidation valence states: Co2+ and Co3+[56–58]. 

The fitted Ni 2p spectrum (Fig. 3h) also showed two spin-orbit doublets at 874.3 and 856.6 eV 

matching to Ni 2p1/2 and Ni 2p3/2, respectively, along with two satellite peaks at 880.4 and 862.3 

eV, respectively. These pairs of doublet peaks indicated the presence of both Ni2+ and Ni3+ 

oxidation states [59,60].The results of XPS analysis of the two metal elements in NiCoS showed 



the existence of various valence states of Co and Ni, which in turn might improve the 

electrochemical performance by multiple redox reactions [35,60]. For the S 2p spectrum (Fig. 3i), 

the fitted S 2p showed one satellite peak and one main peak. The main peak could be de-convoluted 

into two peaks centered at a binding energy of 163.9 and 162.8 eV corresponding to S 2p1/2 and S 

2p3/2, respectively. They were assigned to metal-sulfur bonds (Co-S and Ni-Sbonds) in the ternary 

NiCoS [35,60,61]. The satellite peak noted at higher binding energy 168.5 eV could be ascribed 

to sulfur ion oxidation at the surface with a higher oxide state [62,63]. Furthermore, the crystal 

phase of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode was characterized by measuring the X-ray 

diffraction pattern of the sample, Fig. S8.Due to the high-intensity peak arising from the substrate, 

the XRD pattern of the active NiCoS material is also shown in the enlarged portion of the pattern 

in the inset of Fig.S8. The XRD pattern exhibits the formation of the cubic phase structure of nickel 

cobalt sulfide (NiCo2S4) with three noticeable main peaks at 2θ values of 38.19o, 46.9 and 55.1o 

respectively which are assigned to the (400), (422), and (440) planes of the NiCo2S4 (ICDD card 

No.  00-043-1477) [43, 58]. The peaks corresponding to 2θ values of 43.4o and 50.6o were assigned 

to the (111) and (200) planes of Copper (ICDD card No.  00-001-1242), respectively while the 

peak at 44.6o assigns to (111) plane of Nickel (ICDD card No.00-001-1260), which arises from 

the Cu@Ni core.

In our previous report [51], we have already highlighted that the electro-optical performance 

of the electrospun nanofiber-based metal network electrode can be simply tuned or varied by just 

controlling the electrospinning time. Fig. 4a displays optical transmittance spectra of the bare 

Cu@Ni NFs network electrode in comparison with NiCoS nanosheets having different 

electrodeposition time. The bare Cu@Ni NFs network electrode showed a high opto-electrical 

performance (~89 % transmittance with 12.19 /sq sheet resistance). It was observed that the 



optical transparency of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode decreases with an increase in 

the electrodeposition time. The decrease in transmittance % of the electrode with deposition time 

might be attributed to the increase in Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs size as well as the increase in partial 

growths over the PEN film as suggested by FE-SEM photographs shown in Fig. S9. Compared to 

the bare Cu@Ni NFs network electrode (~90 % T), a maximum optical loss of ~34 % (~56 % T) 

and a minimum of 5% loss (~85 % T) were observed for 60 min and 10 min electrodeposited 

electrode samples, respectively. The high transparency in our Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

electrode might arise from the selective growth of NiCoS nanosheet only over the surface of the 

core Cu@Ni NFs resulting in the formation of the large open area by the network, as illustrated in 

the FE-SEM photograph Fig. 2d [7].A digital photograph of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

electrodes with different deposition time is shown in Fig. 4b, signifying the high transparency of 

the electrodes. These electrodes became darker as the deposition time increased. Electro-

mechanical bending properties of the electrodeposited Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes 

on PEN substrates were also studied. Fig. S10a showed an almost negligible change in resistance 

under different bending radii. Again, the electrodes also showed outstanding long-term bending 

cycling properties, with only a ~5 % increase in resistance percentage after 10,000 repeated cycles 

at a 3.0 mm radius, Fig. S10b.To further confirm the mechanical flexibility of the electrode, the 

SEM photographs of the electrode were measured under the bending condition as shown in Fig 

S10c,d. The FE-SEM photographs showed that even at bending conditions, the electrode material 

was strongly and evenly bonded to the PEN substrate and no crack or break of the nanofibers 

networks were observed, which indicates the structural robustness of our electrode materials even 

under bending process. Fig S10e shows the digital photographs of the electrode sample at different 

bending radii. We also check the electrochemical performance of the electrode sample before and 



after 10,000 repeated cycles at a 3.0 mm radius. Fig S11b shows the CV curves of the 

Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode measured before and after 10,000 bending cycles at 3 mm 

bending radius, at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. The electrode showed a decrease of ~7% areal 

capacitance (mF/cm2) after repeated 10,000 bending cycles demonstrating its excellent mechanical 

flexibility.

Fig. 4c displays CV curves of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode samples with 

different electrodeposition time at 10 mV/s scan rate. It is noticeable that as the deposition time 

increases the area of the CV loop as well as the current density of the redox peak increases rapidly. 

It then decreased after 50 min of electrodeposition, suggesting that the optimum deposition time 

or maximum mass loading capability of the NiCoS over the Cu@Ni NFs was 50 min. Areal 

capacities of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes were then calculated using (Eq. S1). 

Fig. 4d shows a graph of the optical transparency and areal capacity of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrodes as a function of electrodeposition time. As deposition time increased, the 

optical transparency of the electrode sample decreased steadily while the areal capacity increased 

rapidly up to a peak value and then decreased with further increase in time. It was significant that 

optical and areal capacities of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode could be tuned in a wide 

range by simply controlling the electrodeposition time. By sacrificing the transparency of the 

electrode, a high areal capacity of ~9.73 A h/cm2 could be achieved at ~64.12 % transmittance. 

It is apparent that with increasing electrodeposition time the size and thickness of the nanosheet 

become obviously bigger and thicker as suggested by FE-SEM photographs of Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs for different deposition time, Fig. S9. Formation of large cracks was observed and also the 

network electrodes were broken at junction points due to over deposition and larger mechanical 

expansion for the sample with 60 min of deposition 
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Fig. 4. (a) Optical transparency spectra of the bare Cu@Ni NFs network and Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrodes with different electrodeposition time. (b) Digital photographs of Cu@Ni NFs 

and Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes on PEN substrate with different electrodeposition 

time. (c) Cyclic voltammogram (CV) curves of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes with 



different electrodeposition time at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. (d) Optical transmittance (%) and areal 

capacity of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes determined from CV curves with respect 

to electrodeposition time. (e) GCD curves of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes with 

different electrodeposition time at a current density of 0.066 mA/cm2. (f) Areal capacity 

determined from the GCD curve (Fig. 4e) as a function of electrodeposition time.

(Fig. S9 c,f). Thus, the formation of thicker, denser and large cracks might lead to a decrease in 

the electrical conductivity, porous structure, and redox-active sites, resulting to fall in the 

electrochemical performance of the supercapacitor electrode as observed in Fig. 4d [6,7].Fig. 4e 

shows GCD curves of different Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes at various 

electrodeposition times. All electrodes showed similar charge-discharge characteristics. However, 

the sample with 50 min of electrodeposition showed higher discharge time (~501 s) than other 

samples, indicating its higher areal capacity. Specific capacities (Ah/cm2) of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network electrodes were also evaluated from the GCD curvesusing (Eq. S3), shown in Fig. 

4f. The electrode sample with 50 min of electrodeposition showed a high specific capacity of ~8.16 

A h/cm2 whereas the sample with 10 min deposition showed the lowest specific capacity of 1.45 

A h/cm2. Based on the above experimental observations such as transparency and areal capacity 

results, we found that the optimized deposition time of NiCoS on Cu@Ni NFs network was 30 

min, demonstrating high transparency of ~76.83 % with a high areal capacity of ~6.94 A h/cm2 

at 10 mV/s. 

Next, we examined the electrochemical performance of the optimized Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrode (30 min) as a battery-type supercapacitor electrode for fabricating high energy 

density transparent flexible SSC devices. Fig. 5a displays characteristic CV curves of the 



Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode measured in -0.3 to +0.5 V potential window, with 

Ag/AgCl electrode as a reference electrode, under various scan rate.Note that the bareCu@Ni NFs 

network electrode contributes a negligible current density in the observed large CV loop of the 

Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode (Fig. S11a). It is significant that the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrode displayed a pair of redox peaks, representing the occurrence of the Faradic redox 

reaction of the NiCoS active material during the electrochemical reaction. It is well known that for 

battery-type supercapacitor electrodes, their CV curves display sharp and high current redox peaks 

due to the fast-Faradic process while in the case of EDLCs, the CV loop displays nearly rectangular 

shape. The existence of the redox peaks might result from surface Faradic redox reactions 

associated with the redox behavior of Co2+/Co3+ and Ni2+/Ni3+ couples. The existence of redox 

peaks might attribute to thereversible electrochemical redox reaction behavior of battery-type 

electrode materials with alkaline electrolyte in agreement with previous studies:[40,41]

;CoS + OH ― ↔CoSOH + e ―

;CoSOH + OH ― ↔CoSO + H2O + e ―

;NiS + OH ― ↔NiSOH + e ―

NiSOH + OH ― ↔NiSO + H2O + e ―

Also, the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode showed symmetric anodic and cathodic peak, 

signifying the high reversibility of the ternary NiCoS nanosheet electrode. Again, with the increase 

in the scan rate from 5 to 100 mV/s, it is observed that the anodic peaks shiftstoward higher 

potentials while cathodic peaks toward lower potentials owing to the electrode’s internal resistance 

and the polarization effect [64]. In addition, the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode displayed 



a good linear relationship for both cathodic and anodic peaks with a scan rate (Fig. 5b). This result 

specifies its good reversibility and high rate capability owing to the fast ionic/diffusion rate, in 

good agreement with previous reports [65–67]. Fig. 5c shows GCD curves of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network electrode (-0.1 to +0.45 V vs. Ag/AgCl) measured at different applied current 

densities (0.04 to 5 mA/cm2). It is observed that the electrode exhibited almost symmetric 

characteristics, indicating excellent Coulombic efficiency, which might be due to highly reversible 

redox reactions during the GCD cycle. Additionally, GCD curves showed well-defined voltage 

plateaus at 0.20–0.27 V for charging and 0.14-0.21 V for discharging, revealing its high pseudo-

capacitive behavior. This indicates dominant diffusion-controlled kinetics in the Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network electrode [43]. The characteristic voltage plateau in the GCD might have originated 

from the charge transfer process that occurs at the electrolyte-electrode interface. Also, the 

negligible IR drop in the GCD curve showed exceptional rate capability, good electrical and ionic 

conductivity. Fig. 5d shows the calculated areal capacities of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

electrode with respect to scan rates and current densities, respectively. Calculated areal capacities 

of the electrode determined from the CV and GCD curves were almost comparable. They were as 

high as 7.43 A h/cm2 at a scan rate of 5 mV/s and as low as 4.24 A h/cm2 at 100 mV/s scan rate 

(Fig. 5d, above) with retention of ~70 % areal capacity. The high areal capacity retention suggests 

a high rate performance of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode. Similarly, areal capacities 

measured from the GCD curves were found to be decreased from 4.78 A h/cm2 to 3.76 A h/cm2 

as the applied current densities increases from 0.04 mA/cm2 to 5 mA/cm2, respectively (Fig. 5d, 

below), suggesting an areal capacity retention of ~79 %, demonstrating the excellent rate capability 

of the electrode.
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Fig. 5. Electrochemical measurements of Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network supercapacitor electrode 

in a three-electrode system using 2 M KOH electrolyte solution. (a) CV curves measured at 

different scan rates of 5-100 mV/s. (b) A linear relationship of redox peak current vs. square root 

of scan rate. (c) Charge-discharge (GCD) curves of the electrode under different current densities. 



(d) Areal capacity (A h/cm2) as a function of scan rate (mV/s) and current density (mA/cm2) 

determined from CV and GCD curves (Figs. 5a and 5c). (e) EIS impedance spectra of the electrode 

measured in the range of 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz frequency. (f) Long-term cycling stability 

performance of the electrode measured at an applied current density of 0.6 mA/cm2. (inset: 1st 10 

GCD cycles of the electrode).

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) study is one useful technique to study the 

electrochemical performance of the supercapacitor electrode. Fig. 5e shows EIS (Nyquist) plots of 

the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode measured in the range of 0.01 Hz to 100kHz frequency. 

The EIS spectra exhibited a small semi-circle and a nearly vertical straight line in the high and 

low-frequency ranges, respectively (inset: enlarged EIS spectra in the high-frequency region). The 

evaluated charge transfer resistance (Rct) and the bulk solution resistance (Rs) of the electrode were 

found to be 9.15Ω and 4.13 Ω, respectively. Notably, the low Rs and Rct of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network electrode revealed high ionic conductivity and low charge-transfer resistance of the 

electrode, respectively, which could enable fast electron transfer and redox reaction. These results 

of electrochemical performances reveal that the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode possesses 

low impedance with excellent charge capacity. In addition, the electrochemical stability of the 

electrode in an alkaline electrolyte is necessary for commercial applications of supercapacitors and 

batteries. To test the stability of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode in alkaline electrolyte, 

repeated charge-discharge cyclic test was conducted in a 50 ml of 2 M KOH solution at 0.6 

mA/cm2(current density) for 10,000 cycles,Fig. 5f. Notably, after the 10,000 GCD cycles, the 

electrode showed ~89% capacity retention, signifying good cycling stability. The long-life cyclic 

stability with high capacity of the electrode might have originated from the hierarchical 

interconnected wrinkle nanosheets structure of the NiCoS directly grown over the conducting 



Cu@Ni NFs framework. The direct growth of conductive NiCoS over the Cu@Ni NFs formed an 

integrated electrode structure that allowed fast electron transportation between Cu@Ni NFs 

current collector and the active NiCoS nanosheet [6,7]. Again, the nanoporous structure of the 

interconnected wrinkle NiCoS nanosheets along with large open areas of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network framework might offer a large specific surface area that allows simplistic electrolyte ion 

transportations and enhances fast and reversible redox reactions, thus greatly improving the rate 

capability and adding to the large charge storage capacity. The EIS of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrode was also measured after 10,000 GCD cycles to further check the electrode’s 

stability. The results are displayed in Fig. 5e in comparison with EIS measured before the cyclic 

test. There was a small variation in the high-frequency region with a small increase in the radius 

of the semi-circle, suggesting a small increase in the charge-transfer resistance after 10,000 GCD 

cycles. There was a slight deviation in the vertical line of the low-frequency region, although the 

bulk solution resistance remained almost constant, demonstrating the high cyclingelectrode’s 

stability.Again, the electrochemical performance at high transparency of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network battery type supercapacitorelectrode demonstrated better performance in comparison to 

those of the previous reported transparent flexible supercapacitors; MnO2@AuNFs[7], metal 

network/MnO2[12], Au@MnO2 [31], MnO2/ITO/PET [32], Co(OH)2/AgNWs [33], 

AgNW@NiCo/NiCo(OH)2 [25], and metal nanowires/metal oxide [68].

To explore the practical application of a flexible, transparent, and lightweight solid-state 

supercapacitor (SSC) device as a portable power source, we fabricated a flexible and transparent 

solid-state SCs device as shown in the scheme 1. Herein, Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

supercapacitor electrodes acted as both negative and positive electrodes with PVA-KOH gel as an 

electrolyte. It is expected that owing to the high mechanical flexibility of PVA-KOH gel 



electrolytemight also improve mechanical flexible properties of the fabricated SSC device where 

it acts asboth a binder and an electrolyte. The optical transparency of the fabricated SSC device in 

comparison with that of the single Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode is displayed in Fig. 6a. 

The transparent flexibleSSC device exhibited high optical transparency of ~65 % at 550 nm 

wavelength with a ~10 % loss in transparency compared to the single Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrode and almost comparable with those of the transparent supercapacitor devices 

reported [7,12,30-33,68]. A digital image of the fabricated SSC device is presented in Fig. 6a 

(inset), representing its good transparency. The high optical transparency of the SSC device might 

be ascribed to the high transparency of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network (~77 %) and the PVA-

KOH gel electrolyte. The electrochemical properties of the fabricated SC device were then 

characterized in a two-electrode configuration method. Fig. 6b shows characteristic CV profiles of 

the transparent flexible SSC device measured at the potential of 0.0 to 0.8 V under different scan 

rates (10 mV/s to 100mV/s). It was observed that even at a scan rate of 2 V/s, the device maintained 

its characteristic CV, indicating its low contact resistance, excellent rate capabilities, andhigh 

capacitive performance (Fig. S12a). The galvanometric charge-discharge (GCD) characteristic of 

the transparent flexible SSC device was also measured under various current densities in the range 

of 0.02 to 0.075 mA/cm2 with the potential of 0 to 0.8 V, Fig. 6c. The SSC device exhibited almost 

symmetric GCD features with a negligible voltage drop (IR drop) at various current densities, 

demonstrating a good capacitive characteristic of the device. Areal capacities of the transparent 

flexible SSC device were calculated from its characteristic CV and GCD curves using (Eq. S4 and 

S5). Fig. 6d displayed the calculated areal capacities of the device with respect to scan rate (above) 

and current densities (below). The transparent flexible SSC device showed almost comparable 

areal capacities calculated from the two approaches, exhibiting a high capacity of ~1.51A h/cm2 



at 10 mV/s which decreases to 0.74 A h/cm2 at 100 mV/s (Fig. 6d, above). The device retained 

almost ~50 % of the initial areal capacity;when the scan rate was increased from 10 mV/s to 100 

mV/s, demonstrating a high rate capability of the device. Areal capacities measured from the GCD 

curves were found to be 1.21, 0.98, 0.85, 0.75, 0.67, 0.59, 0.52, 0.47, 0.43, 0.39, and 0.37 A 

h/cm2 at applied current densities of 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04, 0.045, 0.05, 0.055, 0.06, 0.065, 0.07, 

and 0.075 mA/cm2, respectively (Fig. 6d, below). The symmetric GCD curves of the transparent 

flexible SSC device also suggested an excellent Coulombic efficiency. One important parameter 

that signifies the overall electrochemical performances of the transparent flexible SC device is its 

long life GCD cycle stability. The long-term charge-discharge stability of the SSC device was 

investigated by performing continuous 10,000 GCD cycles at a constant current density of 0.075 

mA/cm2, Fig. 6e. The SSC device exhibited excellent long-term cycle stability and retained almost 

~92% of its initial capacity, demonstrating the good structural integrity of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS 

NFs network electrode. Compared to the single electrode, the SSC device showed higher stability 

possibly due to the solid gel electrolyte. The decrease in the capacity of the device after long-term 

cycles might be due to partial change of ternary sulfide to oxide or hydroxide, 

delamination/dissolution of a small portion of NiCoS nanosheet from the electrode caused by 

volume expansion, or slight morphological damage [44]. Also, the transparent flexible SSC device 

maintained almost 99% 
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Fig. 6. (a) Transparency spectra of Cu@Ni NFs, Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs, and the SSC device 

fabricated using two Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrodes (inset: digital image of the SSC 

device demonstrating its high transparency). (b) CV curves of the flexible transparent SSC device 

measured at various scan rates of 10 mV/s-100 mV/s. (c) GCD curves of the flexible transparent 

SSC device at various current densities. (d) Areal capacity (A h/cm2) of the SSC measured device 

as a function of scan rate and current density. (e) Long-term GCD stability tests of the SSC device 

with 10000 cycles at 0.075 mA/cm2. (f) EIS spectra (Nyquist plots) of the flexible transparent SSC 

device measured before and after long-term cycling stability. (g) Energy density vs. power density 

graph (Ragone plot) of the transparent flexible SSC device in comparison with previously reported 

transparent devices. (h) Mechanical bending test of the SSC device by measuring the characteristic 

CV of the SSC device at various bending radii at a scan rate of 100 mV/s (inset: digital image of 



flexible transparent SSC device, showing its high mechanical bending ability). (i) Digital image 

of charging a three-SSC device (connected in series) with two 1.5 V AA battery, connected in 

series for 15 sec (inset lighting a red LED bulb after charging for 15 sec).

Coulombic efficiency after 10,000 GCD cycles, as suggested by 1st 10 cycles and last 10 cycles, 

as shown in Fig. S12c,d. The ac impedance spectra (EIS) of the SSC device were also characterized 

in the range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz frequency (Fig. 6f). The EIS spectra (Nyquist plots) illustrated 

Rs~37.39 Ω and Rct~ 89.33 Ω, respectively before the cyclic stability test. After 10,000 GCD cycles 

test, Rs and Rct were found to be 40.64 Ω and 109.79 Ω, respectively, showing a slight increase in 

resistance which demonstrated the long-term cyclic stability of the device. A slight deviation in 

the straight line of the low-frequency region was also observed after 10,000 CGD cycles. Fig. 6g 

shows the Ragone plot of the transparent flexible SSC device determined from discharge curves. 

Accordingly, our transparent flexible SSC device showed a high area energy density of ~0.48 W 

h/cm2with a power density of 11.16 W/cm2. The Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs based transparent flexible 

SSC devices demonstrated better energy and power densities from those of earlier reported 

transparent supercapacitor devices such as MnO2@AuNFs [7], RuO2/PEDOT:PSS [20], 

Co(OH)2/AgNWs [33], AgNWs/Ni(OH)2/PEDOT:PSS [68], MXene [69], and graphene quantum-

dot [70]. Power densities and energy densities of the flexible transparent supercapacitor device in 

comparison with those of previous transparent flexible supercapacitors are highlighted in (Table 

S2). For industrial aspects, volumetric energy and power densities are the main factors for SSC 

devices. Thus, volumetric capacity, power, and energy densities of the SSC device were also 

evaluated from the discharge curves of the device by measuring the thickness of the device 

(subtracting the thickness of the two PEN substrate). They were found to be as high as ~27.06 A 



h/cm3 at a volumetric current density of 0.55 mA/cm3, respectively (Fig. S12e). The transparent 

flexible SSC device also displays a high volumetric energy density of 10.83 W h/cm3 at a 

volumetric power density of 248 W/cm3 (Fig. S12f). For flexible and transparent device 

applications, the transparent SSC device should also have high mechanical flexibility. Thus, the 

mechanical properties of the SSC device were also determined by measuring the cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) curves of the SSC device under different mechanical bending radii. The results 

are shown in Fig. 6h (inset, a digital image of a bending SSC device). Fig. 6h shows characteristic 

CV curves of the SSC device measured under mechanical bending at the scan rate of 100 mV/s. 

The SSC device demonstrated excellent mechanical flexibility. An almost negligible change in CV 

curves was observed even up to a bending radius of 2 mm. All CV curves almost overlapped to 

each other, suggesting a negligible degradation in the capacitive property of the SSC device. This 

demonstrates the high mechanical bending property of the fabricated transparent flexible SSC 

device. Fig. S13a-c shows the digital photographs of the flexible transparent SSC device bending 

at different angles demonstrating its high bending capability. Fig. 6i demonstrates the practical 

application of the transparent flexible SSC device, where three similar SSC devices were 

connected in series to light a RED LED bulb (Fig. S13d-f).  From the above results of optical, 

electrochemical, and mechanical performance of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network single 

electrode and the fabricated SSC device, it is proposed that the core-shell Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs 

network electrode might be a superior transparent flexible supercapacitor electrode for application 

of next-generation transparent flexible energy storage devices because of their high 

electrochemical performance at high transparency along with excellent mechanical flexibility. It 

is proposed that the electrochemical performance of the transparent supercapacitor electrode might 

be improved further with proper choice of active materials using the direct growth technique which 



limits the growth of active materials only over the metal nanofiber backbone, leaving behind large 

open areas for high transmission of light.

4. Conclusion

We successfully fabricated a transparent flexible ternary metal sulfide@metal nanofibers network 

electrode as an efficient battery type supercapacitor electrode via simple electrospinning, physical 

deposition and electrodeposition techniques. In particular, a highly flexible, transparent and 

chemically stable Cu@Ni NFs network was fabricated using a combined technique of 

electrospinning and physical deposition process. The Cu@Ni NFs network electrode displayed a 

high electro-optical property (sheet resistance~12.19 /sq at ~89 % transmittance). With 

chemically stable Cu@Ni NFs network as the backbone and using a simple electrodeposition 

technique, hierarchal intertwined ternary NiCoS nanosheets were successfully grown over the 

Cu@Ni NFs network, resulting to a formation of core-shell Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

structure. Again, with the high porous interconnected nanosheet structure of the shell along with 

the nanofiber network structure of the Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs electrode largely enhanced the 

electrochemical performance at high transparency. The core-shell Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network 

electrode revealed an excellent areal capacity of 7.43 A h/cm2 at a scan rate of 5 mV/s with high 

transparency of ~76.83%. Moreover, the assembled transparent flexible SSC device showed high 

areal capacity of 1.21A h/cm2 at an applied current density of 0.025 mA/cm2 with transparency 

of ~65%. The SSC device also demonstrated a high volumetric capacity of 24.35 A h/cm3, a high 

energy density of 0.48 W h/cm2 at a power density of 11.16 W/cm2, a long-term GCD stability 

(~92% retention of its initial areal capacity after 10,000 GCD cycles), and excellent mechanical 

flexibility. Thus, the present work offers a scalable and simple method to fabricate a ternary metal 



sulfide@metal nanofiber network electrode with suitable stoichiometric for next-generation 

transparent flexible energy storage applications.
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Highlights

 Cu@Ni@NiCoS core-shell nanofiber network electrode structured was 
fabricated.

 Cu@Ni NFs network electrode exhibit excellent chemical stability.

 Cu@Ni@NiCoS NFs network electrode shows excellent electro-optical 
performance.  

 The electrode exhibits a high areal capacity of 6.94 A h/cm2 at ~76% 
transmittance.

 The device demonstrates a high energy density of ~0.48 Wh/cm2 at  ~11.15 
W/cm2 power density.


